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We have developed a computational approach for predicting protein-protein association rates (Alsallaq and
Zhou, Structure 2007, 15, 215). Here we expand the range of applicability of this approach to protein-RNA
binding and report the first results for protein-RNA binding rates predicted from atomistic modeling. The
system studied is the U1A protein and stem/loop II of the U1 small nuclear RNA. Experimentally it was
observed that the binding rate is significantly reduced by increasing salt concentration while the dissociation
changes little with salt concentration, and charges distant from the binding site make marginal contribution
to the binding rate. These observations are rationalized. Moreover, predicted effects of salt and charge mutations
are found to be in quantitative agreement with experimental results.

Introduction
Protein-RNA interactions play central roles in regulation of
gene expression and mediation of other essential cellular
functions. The complex between the spliceosomal protein U1A
and its target on the U1 small nuclear RNA has served as a
model system for many studies.1-18 In this complex, the
N-terminal RNA recognition motif of U1A interacts in a
sequence-specific manner with stem/loop II (U1SLII) of the U1
small nuclear RNA (Figure 1). Both experimental and computational studies have probed determinants of the binding affinity,
and a number of experimental studies1,7,9,10,13-15 have been
carried out to dissect the binding rate. However, no atomistic
modeling of any protein-RNA binding rate has so far been
reported. We have developed a computational approach for
predicting protein-protein association rates,19-21 which enabled
us to elucidate the molecular basis for the association rates of
a number of protein-protein complexes.22,23 Here we expand
the range of applicability of our computational approach to
protein-RNA binding and report the first realistic modeling of
protein-RNA binding rate on the U1A-U1SLII system.
The stereospecific complex of a protein, A, and a binding
partner, B, can be envisioned to occur in two distinct steps.20,23-25
First, the two molecules approach each other via translational
and rotational diffusion to reach a region in configurational space
where they have near-native separations and orientations. We
refer to the ensemble of configurations in this region collectively
as the transient complex,23,24 which will be denoted as A*B.
(In the past this ensemble was also referred to as the transition
state;19-22 the current terminology will avoid unintended connotations of that overused term.26) From the transient-complex
ensemble, conformational rearrangement can lead to the stereospecific native complex (C). Accordingly we have the kinetic
scheme
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Figure 1. The native complex of U1A and U1SLII. (a) Locations of
mutated residues. (b) Electrostatic surface of U1A.

where kD is the diffusion-controlled rate constant for reaching
the transient complex and kc is the rate constant for reaching
the native complex through conformational rearrangement; the
rate constants for the reverse steps are denoted by k-D and k-c,
respectively. The overall binding rate constant is given by
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and the overall dissociation rate constant is

kd )

k-Dk-c
k-D + kc

(3)

In the diffusion-controlled limit, kc . k-D, and we have ka ≈
kD and kd ≈ k-Dk-c/kc.
In our computational approach we obtain kD by modeling
overall translational and rotational diffusion and accounting for
long-range electrostatic interactions. To use kD as an estimate
for ka, the placement of the transient complex in configurational
space is as close to the native complex as it is possible to still
avoid treating short-range interactions and conformational
rearrangement.20,21,23 If the resulting transient complex involves
severe translational and rotational constraints between the
binding molecules, then the diffusion-controlled rate constant
for reaching the transient complex can be calculated as

kD ) kD0 exp(-β〈Uel〉*)

(4)

sive to calculate force and torque by solving the PB equation
on the fly during a Brownian dynamics simulation, one has to
rely on approximations, such as treating one of the proteins as
a set of test charges49 (which leads to significant errors from
neglecting the low-dielectric region of the protein interior27) or
a more elaborate effective-charge model.60 The approximations
are worst when the proteins are in close proximity, precisely
where electrostatic interactions are expected to have the strongest
influence on kD. The problem would be much worse for
protein-RNA binding since the large charge density on the
RNA demands the use of the nonlinear PB equation, which is
much more difficult to approximate than the linearized version
typically used for proteins. In our approach the problem is
circumvented because the effect of electrostatic interactions is
captured by the Boltzmann factor exp(-β〈Uel〉*). A rigorous
treatment of electrostatic interactions is essential for the accuracy
of calculated kD. For protein-protein association, the difference
in electrostatic interaction energies calculated by the nonlinear
PB equation, and the linearized version is modest; we found
that even the modest difference leads to a clear improvement
in agreement between calculated and experimental results for
association rates.23
Theory and Implementation

where kD0 is the diffusion-controlled rate constant in the absence
of any biasing force, β ) (kBT)-1 is the inverse of the thermal
energy, Uel is the electrostatic interaction energy, and 〈...〉*
signifies averaging over the transient-complex ensemble. The
accuracy of eq 4 has been demonstrated by both analytical
results and Brownian dynamics simulations, as long as the
transient complex is severely constrained in relative translation
and rotation and the interaction force is long ranged.24,27-31 Note
that, since electrostatic interactions contribute a factor exp(β〈Uel〉*) to the “equilibrium constant” kD/k-D, when eq 4 is valid,
k-D will be independent of long-range electrostatic interactions.
It was noted previously that, when the transient complex is
close to the stereospecific native complex and is hence severely
constrained in translation and rotation, protein-protein association shows a telltale sign in the effects of salts on the association
and dissociation rates.20,32 That is, ka is significantly reduced
by increasing salt concentration, but kd is only marginally
affected by salt concentration. When the transient complex is
close to the native complex, salts are not expected to have a
significant influence on the transition rate constants kc and k-c.
At the same time k-D becomes independent of long-range
electrostatic interactions and is thus not affected by salt
screening. The only rate constant affected by salts is kD, which
is reduced due to weakened electrostatic attraction between the
binding molecules. The disparate salt effects on ka and kd are
observed on many protein-protein pairs.33-48 The binding of
U1A with U1SLII shows exactly this salt behavior7,14 and is
thus expected to be modeled by a transient complex close to
the native complex.
We have developed a sampling procedure to map the
interaction energy landscape and locate the transient-complex
ensemble.21-23 The transient-complex ensemble is located at
the outer boundary of the native-complex interaction energy
well. The average electrostatic interaction energy within the
transient complex is then calculated by solving the PoissonBoltzmann (PB) equation and used in eq 4 to predict the
diffusion-controlled rate kD, which in turn is taken as an estimate
for the overall binding rate constant ka. An alternative approach
to predicting kD is through Brownian dynamics simulations,
which have been applied to study the association of many
protein-protein pairs.27,49-59 Because it is prohibitively expen-

U1A-U1SLII Complex and Mutations. The systems studied here were taken from a previous study of the effects of salts
and mutations on the binding affinity.17 Briefly, the U1AU1SLII native complex was built from the B and Q chains of
the X-ray structure of human U1A complexed with RNA step/
loop 5′-AAUCCAUUGCACUCCGGAUUU-3′ (Protein Data
Bank entry 1urn).2 The RNA used in the experimental studies7,14
was 5′-AGCUUAUAUCCAUUGCACUCCGGAUGAGCU-3′.
To better match the latter RNA, the 5′ adenine and two 3′ uracils
in 1urn were removed, and a 5 basepair duplex RNA (5′AGCUU paired with AAGCU-3′) was added in InsightII
(Accelrys Software Inc., San Diego). Two mutations in 1urn,
His31 and Arg36, were mutated back to the wild-type residues,
Tyr31 and Gln36, respectively. Finally hydrogens were added,
and the complex was energy minimized with Amber 9.61 For
compatibility with the Amber force field, the phosphate at the
5′-end of U1SLII was removed; the net charge on the RNA
was -27 e. The protein had a net charge of +6 e.
Mutations were modeled in InsightII and then energyminimized within Amber 9.61 Only mutated side chains were
allowed to move during minimization; otherwise the energetic
contribution of the mutation would be overwhelmed by those
from changes in other parts of the molecule. Because of concerns
for potential inadequacy in the modeling of mutations, our study
was restricted to seven single mutations and just one double
mutation (K20A/K22A). The locations of the mutated residues
are shown in Figure 1a.
Interaction Energy Landscape. As noted in the Introduction,
the transient complex is located at the outer boundary of the
native-complex interaction energy well. The identification of
the transient-complex ensemble, as described previously for
protein-protein association,21-23 is based on mapping the
interaction energy landscape over the configurational space of
the native complex and the surrounding region. We followed
the same procedure here for protein-RNA binding. The protein
and RNA subunits were treated as rigid; therefore there were
only six relevant degrees of freedom: three for relative
translation and three for relative rotation. Each subunit was
frozen in its conformation found in the native complex, leading
to a smoothed interaction energy landscape.
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The six translational and rotational coordinates were defined
relative to the native-complex configuration built from the
X-ray structure. The translation was represented by the relative
displacement vector r; its magnitude r measures the separation
between the surfaces of the two subunits. The rotation was
represented by three Euler angles (ξ, ζ, χ); χ is the rotation
angle around a body-fixed unit vector. The X-ray configuration
corresponds to r ) 0, ξ ) 0, and χ ) 0. To sample the
configurational space of the native complex and the surrounding
region, the six translational and rotational coordinates were
randomly generated, with only one restriction: r e r0. Values
of r0 in the range of 6-11 Å were tested; results obtained with
r0 ) 8 Å are reported in this paper.
A realistic interaction-energy function would require careful
calibration. In our approach we instead use Nc, the number of
contacts, as a surrogate, which captures the essence of interactions stabilizing the native complex.21 In Nc both native and
nonnative contacts between the two subunits were included. For
any configurations in which the two subunits clashed, the
interaction energy was set to infinity. Contacts were calculated
between 20 representative (known as interaction locus) pairs
of interfacial atoms. Each interaction-locus atom was assigned
a contact radius, taken to be half of the distance from its native
contact partner in the X-ray configuration. In any of the sampled
configurations, a native contact was considered formed when
the distance between the native partners was less than the sum
of their contact radii plus 3.5 Å. A nonnative contact was formed
between nonnative pairs of interaction-locus atoms when their
distance was less than the sum of their contact radii plus 2.5 Å.
In the X-ray configuration, Nc ) 41. Nc was recorded for each
clash-free configuration.
In the conformational sampling, most of the computational
time was spent in detecting clashes, and only a tiny fraction of
randomly generated configurations passed the clash test. For
example, out of 107 configurations generated with r0 ) 8 Å,
only 511 survived the clash test. In the past, clash detection
has been done through an exhaustive atom by atom detection.21-23
In this work, we introduced a procedure to filter out an
overwhelming majority of the clashing configurations, which
led to a speed up of ∼500-fold in mapping the interaction energy
landscape. The filtering procedure was based on a grid
representation of the binding molecules. One subunit (in our
case the protein) was fixed in space, and grid points inside any
of its atoms were labeled as interior. For the other subunit (in
our case the RNA), grid points representing the molecule’s
surface were identified in the following way. After labeling all
interior points, a sphere with a 1.4 Å was placed in each exterior
point. If the sphere did not enclose any interior point, all grid
points inside were labeled as solvent. Every interior point with
at least one solvent point at one of the six neighboring positions
was relabeled as surface. This use of the solvent probe reduced
the chance of grid points in small internal crevices being labeled
as solvent. The grid representation of this subunit’s surface was
generated once and stored for later use. Grid representations
for both subunits had a spacing of 0.5 Å in each direction.
In mapping the interaction energy landscape, the first subunit
was fixed in space, while the second subunit was mobile, with
configurations generated by randomly sampling the six translational and rotational coordinates. In each configuration, the
surface points of the mobile subunit were tested against the
interior points of the fixed subunits (note that the surface points
of the mobile subunit in general would not fall on grid points
of the fixed subunit). Clash was reported if all eight grid points
around any surface point of the mobile subunit were interior
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points of the fixed protein. The surface points were presorted
in a specific order to make the clash test as efficient as possible.
The structure of the sorted surface points had a hierarchical
order. The first batch of points were collected from a 3 × 3 ×
3 grid representation of the mobile subunit; the second batch
of points were collected from a 5 × 5 × 5 grid representation,
minus those already in the first batch. This sequence continued
until all the surface points were collected.
After the filtering procedure, all remaining configurations
were further tested for clash by the exhaustive atom-by-atom
detection.
Specification of Transient Complex. The identification of
the transient complex was based on the following crucial
observation: inside the native-complex interaction energy well,
relative translation and rotation are restricted, but once outside
the binding molecules gain translational and rotational freedom.21 Thus the outer boundary of the native-complex interaction energy well coincides with the onset of translational and
rotational freedom. Translational and rotational freedom was
measured by σc(Nc), the standard deviation of χ among all the
sampled configurations at a contact level Nc. A sharp increase
in σc with decreasing Nc marks the onset of translational and
rotational freedom. The onset corresponds to the maximum in
the difference, Ξ, between σc and its average at all lower contact
levels. The transient-complex contact level, Nc*, was thus
identified from the maximum of Ξ as a function of Nc. For r0
) 8 Å, a total of 1 307 285 clash-free configurations were
accumulated. From these we found Nc* ) 19; 7 830 of the
sampled configurations were at this contact level. The value of
Nc* was stable when r0 was varied from 6 to 11 Å.
Calculation of Electrostatic Interaction Energy. The
transient-complex ensemble was represented by randomly
selected 100 configurations at the contact level Nc*. The
electrostatic interaction energy in each configuration was
calculated as

Uel ) Uel(A*B) - Uel(A) - Uel(B)

(5)

The three terms on the right-hand side represented the electrostatic energies of the protein-RNA complex and the two
subunits each by itself, respectively. The same 100 configurations were also used for all the mutants. This use amounts to
assuming that the transient-complex ensemble is not perturbed
by the mutations. The average electrostatic interaction energy,
〈Uel〉*, of the transient complex was calculated over the 100
configurations.
Electrostatic energies were calculated by solving the nonlinear
PB equation using the UHBD program.62 The calculation
protocol was the same as in an earlier study.17 Each calculation
began with a coarse grid with 1.5-Å spacing and then a finer
grid with 0.5-Å spacing, both centered at the geometric center
of the solute molecule. A final grid with a 0.25-Å spacing was
centered at the site of mutation. The dimensions of all the three
grids were 140 × 140 × 140. The ion exclusion radius in the
first calculation was 2 Å. Unless specifically indicated, results
were obtained using the van der Waals surface as the boundary
between the solute low dielectric and the solvent high dielectric.
Some calculations were also done by using the solvent-exclusion
surface (also known as the molecular surface) as the dielectric
boundary.
In all electrostatic calculations, protein atoms were assigned
AMBER charges63 and Bondi radii.64 The temperature was set
to 298 K, and the solute and solvent dielectric constants were
4 and 78.5, respectively. The buffer for the experimental
studies7,14 on the U1A-U1SLII complex was 10 mM Tris-HCl
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Figure 3. Comparison of predicted and experimental ionic-strength
dependences of the U1A-U1SLII binding rate.

Figure 2. Representative configurations in the transient complex of
U1A and U1SLII.

and 150 mM (or a higher concentration) NaCl. The ionic
strength of the buffer with 150 mM NaCl was taken to be 160
mM and increased commensurately at higher NaCl concentrations.
Results and Discussion
Transient Complex of U1A and U1SLII. From the structure
of the native complex shown in Figure 1a, it can be seen that
the loop between β strands 2 and 3 of U1A, crowned by residues
L49 and K50, protrudes into the loop of U1SLII. Representative
configurations in the transient complex are shown in Figure 2.
In the transient complex, the RNA is moved away from the
position in the native complex by 5.7 ( 0.9 Å, and the average
and standard deviation of the rotation angle χ, around an axis
roughly parallel to the U1A protrusion, are 22 and 15°,
respectively. These values are mostly in line with corresponding
results previously found for protein-protein pairs.23 An exception worth noting is the relatively large value of the average χ
found here; in the transient complexes of the protein-protein
pairs χ typically averaged around 0°, though in one of them
the averaged was -9°. It should be recalled that χ ) 0° in the
native complex.
Among the transient-complex configurations accumulated,
only 5% had negative χ values. The asymmetry between positive
and negative χ values, leading to the relatively large positive
average χ, can be traced to clashes between the RNA and the
U1A protrusion. It is easier to avoid the clash by having positive
χ values (i.e., rotating the RNA clockwise). Among the
configurations shown in Figure 2, the one with the most negative
χ value is singled out by displaying the RNA in green.
Effect of Salt on Binding Rate. As alluded to in the
Introduction, the disparate effects of salt on the binding and
dissociation rates of U1A and U1SLII observed experimentally7,14 qualitatively supports our structural model for the
transient complex. Upon calculation of the average electrostatic
interaction energy 〈Uel〉* and by use of eq 4, we found that the
experimental results for the salt dependence of ka can be
quantitatively explained (Figure 3). The values of 〈Uel〉* were
-3.4, -2.9, -2.3, and -1.8 kcal/mol at ionic strengths of 160,

230, 340, and 510 mM, respectively. The fit to the experimental
results led to a basal rate constant of kD0 ) 4 × 104 M-1 s-1.
This value falls on the low end of expected values (105 to 106
M-1 s-1) of basal rate constants.30,50,65 The low kD0 perhaps is
a reflection of the particular tight fit between the subunits studied
here, featuring the protrusion of U1A into the U1SLII loop. It
may also be an indication that conformational rearrangement,
which serves to slow down the binding, perhaps contributes to
the measured binding rate.66 There is experimental evidence
indicating that parts of U1A, in particular, the protrusion,
undergo rearrangement upon RNA binding.2,12,67 It should be
noted internal dynamics of the protein or RNA occurring on
the sub-nanosecond time scale has little impact on the binding
rate.68,69
It is interesting to note that, despite the large magnitude of
the net charge on the RNA (-27 e pairing with a partner with
a net charge of +6 e), the magnitudes of 〈Uel〉* found here for
the U1A-U1SLII system are comparable to those found for
protein-protein pairs exhibiting charge complementarity.22,23
This points to the dominant roles of specific interactions in
electrostatic rate enhancement. Experimentally, Law et al.15
studied the effect of RNA net charge on the binding rate by
extending the U1SLII stem, which points away from U1A
(Figure 1) and found only a very modest increase in ka.
The results for 〈Uel〉* reported above were calculated from
solving the nonlinear PB equation with the dielectric boundary
set to the solute van der Waals surface. A widely used alternative
choice for the dielectric boundary is the molecular surface,
which treats the many small crevices not accessible to a spherical
solvent probe as part of the solute dielectric. In a number of
studies on binding affinity and binding rate,17,23,70,71 we have
found the van der Waals protocol gives better agreement with
experimental results. In particular, we found that, for proteinprotein pairs exhibiting charge complementarity, the molecular
surface protocol gave positive 〈Uel〉* and thus predicted
electrostatic rate retardation instead of enhancement.23 Here we
again found for the protein-RNA system that 〈Uel〉* became
positive (5.2 kcal/mol at an ionic strength of 160 mM) when
the molecular surface protocol was used. Reconciliation of the
consequent 6000-fold rate retardation with the experimental
result for ka, which is over 107 M-1 s-1, would run into
considerable difficulty.
Effect of Mutations on Binding Rate. As shown in Figure
1, U1A presents a positive electrostatic surface to complement

Prediction of Salt and Mutational Effects

Figure 4. Comparison of predicted and experimental results for the
binding rates of wild-type U1A and seven mutants with U1SLII. The
ionic strength was 160 mM.

the negatively charged phosphates of U1SLII. Both the binding
site, as represented by K20, K22, K23, and K50, and the
backside, as represented by R7, K60, and R70, are coated with
basic residues. It was thus of interest to find the relative
contributions of the binding site and backside basic residues to
electrostatic rate enhancement.
As can be expected from the earlier discussion regarding net
charges, the backside acidic residues were found to make
marginal contributions to 〈Uel〉*. Neutralizing the basic residues
R7, K60, and R70 by glutamine mutations increased 〈Uel〉* by
only 0.1 to 0.2 kcal/mol, and the binding rate was predicted to
barely change. This is in full agreement with the experimental
results for these mutants.14
On the other hand, the effect of neutralizing the binding site
basic residues is significantly stronger. 〈Uel〉* increased by ∼0.5
kcal/mol for the K20Q, K22Q, and K23Q mutations, 0.7 kcal/
mol for the K20A/K22A mutation, and 1.5 kcal/mol for the
K50A mutation. It is interesting to note that the order of the
effects of the K20A/K22A and the K50A mutations in the
transient complex is reversed from that in the native complex
as found in our previous study.17 The reversal can be attributed
to by the location of residue K50 in the protrusion (see Figure
1). In the transient complex, the RNA is moved away from the
protein, positioning K50 in close proximity of the RNA (see
Figure 2). The predicted effects of the binding site mutations
on the binding rate are in good agreement with the experimental
results7,14 (Figure 4). The agreement provides important validation of our structural model for the transient complex.
Compact vs Diffuse Transient-Complex Ensemble. A
significant decrease in ka and a marginal change in kd with
increasing salt concentration are a telltale sign for a compact
transient-complex ensemble, i.e., one involving severe constraints in relative translation and rotation between the binding
partners. This salt behavior of the binding and dissociation rates
has been observed on many protein-protein pairs and on the
protein-RNA pair of U1A and U1SLII. Other protein-nucleic
acid pairs have also been found to conform to this salt
behavior,72,73 again implicating compact transient-complex
ensembles.
Our rationalization of a significant decrease in ka and a
marginal change in kd with increasing salt concentration is based
on eq 4, which requires a compact transient-complex ensemble
as a precondition (the other precondition is a long-ranged
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Figure 5. Comparison of rate enhancements for compact and diffuse
transient-complex ensembles. For the spherical target with radius R,
the interaction potential is given by U ) U* for R < r < 4R and 0
elsewhere (r ) radial distance). The binding site is either a patch with
an area fraction of 2.5 × 10-5 or is the whole surface. The cylindrical
target features a binding site on an infinite cylinder with radius R. The
binding site length is either 0.02R or 200R. The interaction potential is
given by U ) U* for R < F < 7R and 0 elsewhere (F ) distance to the
cylinder axis). The results were obtained from analytical solutions given
by Zhou and Szabo.76

interaction potential).20 When this condition is not met, eq 4
will no longer be valid. For example, the effect of a squarewell interaction potential on the diffusion-controlled rate of a
pointlike ligand binding to a small binding site on the surface
of a spherical target (modeling a protein or RNA) or a cylindrical
target (modeling a DNA) is well described by eq 4 (Figure 5).
However, when the whole surface of the spherical target or a
long length of the cylindrical target becomes the binding site,
the rate enhancement is significantly less than what is predicted
by eq 4 (Figure 5). In the case of a uniformly binding spherical
target, the effect of a centrosymmetric interaction potential U(r)
on the diffusion-controlled binding rate is given the well-known
Debye result74

kD ) 4πD/

∫R∞ r-2 exp[βU(r)] dr

(6)

where D is the diffusion constant of the ligand and R is the
radius of the spherical target. For a Coulomb interaction potential
U(r) ) -Q/r, eq 6 gives kD/4πDR ) β|U*|/[1 - exp(βU*)],
with U* ) -Q/R, whereas eq 4 predicts kD/4πDR ) exp(βU*). At βU* ) -10, the correct result for kD/4πDR is 10, but
eq 4 predicts 2 × 104, which is a 2000-fold overestimate.
The conclusion is then that, when the transient complex is
diffuse, the electrostatic rate enhancement is expected to be very
modest. In this situation we can further deduce that the binding
rate will decrease only modestly but the dissociation rate will
increase significantly with increasing salt concentration. This
type of salt behavior was observed in the binding of the singlestranded binding protein with a single-stranded DNA.75 Since
the single-stranded DNA is unstructured in the unbound state
and protein binding can be initiated by contacting any point
along the length of the DNA, it is quite reasonable to
characterize the transient-complex ensemble of this system as
diffuse.
In conclusion, we have extended our computational approach
for predicting protein-protein association rates to protein-RNA
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binding and reported the first results on protein-RNA binding
rates predicted from atomistic modeling. The study has provided
rationalizations for the major experimental findings, and the
predictions are in quantitative agreement with experiments.
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